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watering schedule
Beginning after the first eradication (step 2):

After the initial Roundup® application water for 30 

minutes every third day** each treated area.  This 

will continue for 6 to 8 weeks through the second 

Roundup application until the seeding stage begins.

After aeration and seeding (step 5):

It is essential to water each of the seeded areas 

during germination of the seed for 30 minutes 

every day for two weeks.

Continued watering (step 6):

From the third week after seeding to mid October 

(until the first heavy frost) water for 30 minutes every 

third day** in each of the seeded areas.  This will 

help establish a hearty root system prior to winter.

Mowing note:

The first mowing of the young grass should occur

approximately three weeks after seeding.  Thereafter, 

mow each week as normal.  When leaves drop in 

the fall bag your leaf and turf clippings so your lawn 

can continue to receive sunlight and establish roots 

into the winter months.

**Note: It is essential that the soil stays properly saturated.  

Lawnco advises that during conditions of high heat, excessive

sunlight, high winds and drought the watering schedule for 

steps 2 and 6 may need to be adjusted to every other day.

Conversely, you may want to water less in times of cooler

temperatures, overcast or shade conditions, and during high

rainfall or humidity.

 



renovation
There’s only one way to take back your yard after

Bermuda grass has established itself... 

renovation.

One Bermuda plant can take over 90 square feet of lawn

in just a single season. If 30% to 50% of your yard is

covered with Bermuda you are a candidate for renovation.

Manage your infestation with a program of removal.

Lawnco turf renovation is a proven process with a record

of results.  Renovation is an eight week program that

returns your yard to a lush vista of green fescue.  

Eight weeks?  Why so long?  Bermuda grass control

requires completely killing the whole plant - roots and all.

Growing quickly, its roots can burrow up to 24" deep and

if broken or chopped they form new plants.  Tenacious,

hard to remove, invasive and competitive grasses like

Bermuda, Bent grass and Nimblewill grass can take over

a lawn quickly if left alone.  Proper eradication is a

committed effort, and Lawnco takes the time to insure

your lawn becomes a beautiful (Lawnco) lawn.

Lawnco wants your lawn to stay healthy too; with a

program of scheduled applications we can help you

maintain a healthy looking lawn all year round.

After any renovation remember that regular inspection of your 
yard is necessary to insure that unwanted grasses do not 
re-establish themselves.

renovations with a proven
record of results so you can
take back your lawn

lawnco
“My lawn was a tangle of Bermuda, now I have a lush green lawn that is completely weed free.”

phase one
1) evaluation:  

Lawnco inspects your lawn 

to determine if renovation or

one of our other rejuvenation

services is appropriate for your

lawn.  If Bermuda, Bent grass

or Nimblewill grass are present

in large amounts renovation is

the only resolve for your lawn

issue.

2) eradication:

Using a non-selective herbicide

to kill all plant material and their

roots, this part of the process

requires a minimum of two

applications for most yards.  

A second application is needed

to assure the elimination of all

regrowth plant material.

3) watering:

Daily watering is essential 

to move the herbicide to the

weed roots and promote any

growth of remaining grasses

and is necessary to ensure a

complete eradication.

phase two
4) regrowth:  

Second application of herbicide

and more watering.  Lawnco

will evaluate when the yard is

ready to be seeded and if

grading or drainage issues

need to be addressed prior to

seeding.  Additional eradication

applications may be necessary

if there was a heavy infestation.

5) seeding:  

A calibrated power seeder

measures the perfect amount

of seed while the soil is aerated

to promote oxygen exchange.

A time-released fertilizer is

applied to ensure a proper

fertilization of the new lawn.

6) watering:  

Eight weeks or more of regular

watering is needed to stimulate

root growth and ready the lawn

for winter.  Lawnco reevaluates

after 12 months to discuss any

questions you have of or needs

you have for your Lawnco lawn.


